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Abstract 
The following result was proved in Cai and Fleischner. Let G = (V, E) be a 2k-edge- 
connected Eulerian graph. Then, for every S = {e,, e2, . . ..e.} c E(G) and an arbitrary orienta- 
tion of a subset T z S such that s + ) TI < 2k + 1, G has an Eulerian trail of the form 
e,, . , e2,. .., e,, . . ., in accordance with the orientation of T. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a polynomial algorithm for finding such an Eulerian 
trail. 
Consider a graph G with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). Parallel edges are 
allowed but loops are not. Given a graph G = (V, E) and x E V(G), let E(x; G) denote 
the set, and d(x; G) the number respectively, of edges incident with x. For 
x # y E V(G), let E(x, y; G) denote the set of edges, and 1.(x, y; G) the maximum 
number of edge-disjoint paths, between x and y in G. For X c V(G), let 6(X; G) 
denote the number of edges with only one end-vertex in X. The edge-connectivity of 
G, denoted by I(G), is min{L(x, y; G): x # y E V(G)). We say that G is k-edge- 
connected if A(G) 3 k. 
A connected graph G is Eulerian if it has a closed trail which includes every edge of 
G; such a trail is called an Eulerian trail. It is well known that a connected graph G is 
Eulerian if and only if d(x; G) is even for every x E V(G). 
Given z E V(G) and two edges a E E(x, z; G) and b E E(y, z; G), both incident 
with z, we refer to the operation of deleting a and h and adding a new edge 
between x and y if x # y as splitting off a and h from z, and denote the resulting 
graph by Gab. 
Jackson established the following result in [4], which will be used in this paper. 
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Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be an Eulerian graph, z E V(G), a E E(x, z; G) and s = 
max{J.(u, v; G): u # v E V(G) - {z)}. Then th ere exist at least max {fd(z; G), d(z; G) - s} 
edges b E E(z; G) such thut,for all u # v E V(G) - {z}, 
A(u, v; Gab) = /z(u, u; G). 
Li Quiao asked the following question in 1987: 
Let G = (V, E) be an Eulerian graph and {ei, e2, . . ..e.} z E(G). When does there 
exist an Eulerian trail in G of the form e,, . . . . e2, . . . . e,, . ..? 
As an answer to this question we proved in [l] the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be a 2k-edge-connected Euleriun graph. Then, for every set 
S = {eI, e2, . . . . e,} c E(G) and an arbitrary orientation of a subset T G S such that 
s + ITI < 2k + 1, G has an Euleriun trail of theform e,, . . ..e2. . . ..e.,... in accordance 
with the orientation of T. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a polynomial algorithm for finding such an 
Eulerian trail. 
The algorithm is as follows. 
We apply induction on 1 V(G)1 and k. For 1 V(G)1 = 2 or k = 1, the algorithm is 
simple, so suppose that 1 V(G)1 > 3, k > 2 and we have a polynomial algorithm for 
smaller values of 1 V(G)1 and k. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: There is a vertex z E V(G) such that 
S n E(z; G) = 8. 
Then we can repeatedly perform the operation of splitting off two edges incident to 
z without decreasing i(u, v; G) for all u # v E V(G) - {z}. 
Let Gi = G. For i = 1, 2, . . . . id(z; G), we do the following. Choose an edge 
a E E(z; Gi). Applying a A-edge-connectivity algorithm, determine an edge b E E(z; Gi) 
such that 
A(u, V; GTb) = /Z(U, V; Gi) for all u # v E V(G) - {z}. (1) 
Theorem 1 guarantees the existence of such an edge b. Split off a and b from z, and 
write Gi+1 = GTb. 
As d(z; G) is even, z becomes an isolated vertex of G+d(z;G)+l. Deleting z, let G* 
denote the resulting graph. Then G* still fulfils the conditions of the theorem. By the 
induction hypothesis, we have a polynomial algorithm for finding an Eulerian trail T * 
in G* of the desired form. It is easy to construct in G a required trail from T*. 
Remark. For our purpose the condition (1) can be weakened as 
i(u, v; CT”) 3 2k for all U, v E V(G) - {z}. (1’) 
Moreover, if GSb or Gyb - z is connected, it can be further weakened as for all adjacent 
U, u E V(G) - {z}. 
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Case 2: There is a z E V(G) such that 
0 < IS n E(z; G)I d +d(z; G). 
Let Gr = G. For i = 1, 2, . . . , IS n E(z; G)I, perform the following operation. 
Choose an e E S n E(z; Gi), say e = ej E E(x, z; Gi). Applying a ,I-edge-connectivity 
algorithm determines an e’ E E(z; Gi) - S, say e’ E E(y, z; Gi) - S, such that 
A(u, V; Gp”) = A(u, V; Gi) for all u # v E V(G) - {z} 
(which can similarly be weakened). By Theorem 1 and our assumption, such an e’ 
exists. 
(1) Perform the operation of splitting off ej and e’ from z, and write Gi+ 1 = GF”. 
(2) Modify S and T as follows. There are four possibilities to consider. 
(i) x # y and ej E T. 
Replace ej in S by the new edge 6 (added in the course of the splitting procedure); 
orient & in accordance with the orientation of cj, and replace ej in T by &. 
(ii) x #y and ej$T. 
Replace cj in S by 6. 
(iii) x = y and ej E T. 
Delete ej from T and replace ej in S by an e”EE(z;Gi+r)-S if 
IS n E(z; Gi)( < Jd(z; Gi). Otherwise we claim 
E(x;Gi+l)-E(z;Gi+l)-S#~. (2) 
Suppose (2) fails, i.e., E(x; Gi+ 1) - E(z; Gi+ 1) s S. Our aim is to arrive at a contradic- 
tion. We write 
P.x = IE(X; G,+l) - E(Z; Gi+l)l, 
P,, = IS n E(x, Z; Gi+l)l, 
q.xz=IE(x,z;Gi+,)-SI, 
PZ = IS n E(z; Gi+l) - E(x; Gi+l)l, 
qz= lE(z; Gi+,)- E(x; Gi+l)-SI. 
Then 
PX + pz + 42 = S({X, Z}; Gi+ 1) 3 2k, 
PX + PXZ + 4X-2 = d(x; Gi+ 1) 3 2k, 
PX + Pxz + Pz = IS n (E(x; Gi+l) CJ E(z; Gi+,))l d 2k - 1. 
(The last ineqality follows from ej E T, ej$E(Gi+ 1) and s + ( TI < 2k + 1.) Thus 
P* < 4X,, Px* < 42. 
We have 
IS n E(z; Gi+ 111 = pxz + pz < qxz + qz = /E(z; Gi+l) - SI, 
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yielding 
IS n E(z; Gi+ r)l < fd(z; Gi+ I), 
a contradiction. 
Replace ej in S by an e” E E(x; Gi+ 1) - E(z; Gi+ ,) - S, and delete ej from T. 
(iv) x=yandej$T. 
If 1 S n E(z; Gi)l < $d(z; G,), replace ej in S by an e” E E(z; Gi+ 1) - S. 
If IS n E(z; Gi)l = $d(z; GJ, but E(x; Gi+ 1) - E(z; Gi+ 1) - S # 0, replace ej in S by 
ane”EE(x;Gi+l)-E(~;Gi+l)-S. 
Otherwise, using the same notation as above, we obtain similarly 
px + pxz + 4.x.2 3 2k> 
px + pxz + PZ < 2k. 
By taking into account the fact that 
pz + Pxz = IS n E(z; Gi)l = fd(z; Gi) = 42 + 4x,, 
we conclude that in the last three inequalities equality must hold throughout, from 
which it now follows easily that 
s=2k+ 1, T= 8, S ~ E(X; Gi) U (Z; Gi). 
Delete ej from S, orient ej+ 1 from x if ej+ I E E(x; Gi+ i); otherwise, orient ej+ 1 from Z, 
and put T = {ej+ 1} where j + 1 is modulo 2k + 1. 
In all cases (i)-(iv) it is easily seen that the modifications of S and T do not increase 
s + 1 T 1 and Gi has a required trail if Gi+ 1 has. After performing in z I S n E(z; G) I of 
the respective operations described in (i)-(iv), we reduce the further consideration of 
z to Case 1. 
Case 3: For every z E V(G), 
IS n E(z; G)I > id(z; G). 
Then I V(G)1 = 3 as d(z; G) 3 2k for each z E V(G), and S n E(u, u; G) # 8 for all 
u # v E I’(G). We may assume 
V(G) = (x, Y, z>, 
and consider two subcases. 
Subcase 3.1: There is a vertex, say, x E V(G) such that 
E(x; G) L S. 
Then s=2k+ 1, T=@ and ISnE(y,z;G)I= 1 since ISnE(x;G)I=d(x;G) 
3 2k, IS n E(y, z; G)I > 1 and s + I TI < 2k + 1. Furthermore, there is an e’ E E(y, z; G) 
- S as k 3 2 and d(u; G) 2 2k for every v E V(G). 
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It is easily seen that there is a subscript j such that ej and ej+ i, both incident to x, 
are not parallel, say ej E E(x, JJ; G) and ej+ i E E(x, z; G), where j + 1 is modulo 2k + 1. 
Put 
As Gi is 2(k - 1)-edge-connected and Eulerian, and because si + 1 T, 1 = s + 
1 TI - 2 d 2(k - 1) + 1, it follows by induction that we have a polynomial algorithm 
for finding a desired trail T* for (G,, S1, T,). It is easy to construct from T* a required 
trail for (G, S, T). 
Subcase 3.2: For every u E V(G), 
E(u; G) - S # @. 
Then there is a vertex, say, x E V(G) such that E(x,y; G) - S # 8 and 
E(x, z; G) - S # 8, say e’ E E(x, y; G) - S and e” E E(x, z; G) - S. 
If there is an ej E T n E(y, z; G), then put 
G1 = G - {ej, e', e"}, SI = s - {ej}, T1 = T- {ej}, s1 = s - 1. 
We have s1 + 1 T1 1 = s + 1 TI - 2 d 2(k - 1) + 1. Similarly to Subcase 3.1 we obtain 
a required Eulerian trail in polynomial time. 
So suppose T n E(y, z; G) = 8. Then there is a subscript j such that 
ej E S n E(y, Z; G), ej+ 1 $E(y, Z; G), say ej+ 1 E S n E(x, Z; G) 
where j + 1 is modulo 2k + 1. 
If ej+ 1 $T, then put 
Similarly to Subcase 3.1 we obtain a required Eulerian trail in polynomial time. 
Therefore suppose ej+ 1 E T. Put Gi = G - {ej, ej+i, e’j, replace ej in S by e”, and 
delete ej + 1 from S and from T. Let S1 and T, denote the corresponding resulting sets, 
and si = ISi 1, then si + I T, I = s + I TI - 2 d 2(k - 1) + 1. By the induction hypoth- 
esis, we have a polynomial algorithm for finding an Eulerian trail T* = el, . .., 
e2 ,..., ejml ,..., e” ,..., ej+2 ,..., e, ,... in Gi in accordance with the orientation of T,. 
All the possibilities are shown in Fig. 1 (where only the related edges are drawn), where 
the arrow on e” indicates the direction in which T* traverses e”. Replacing e” in T* by 
the corresponding subtrail T’, we get a required trail for (G, S, T). 
Now let us analyze the complexity of our algorithm. First, using the O(1 V12/31Al) 
maximum-flow algorithm for networks with unit arc capacities (see [7, pp. 212-2131) 
we have an 0( / IJ’(G)I~‘~(E(G)J) /l-edge-connectivity algorithm by solving I V(G)1 - 1 
maximum-flow problems for the network derived from G with unit arc capacities 
(see [2, pp. 106-1083). With at most IN(G)1 repetitions of the A-edge-connectivity 
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eJ A e’ 
X T’= e Je’e Jtle” y 
algorithm, we can find a required edge for the splitting operation in Case 1 or 2, where 
IN(G)1 denotes the maximum cardinality of the neighborhoods of the vertices in G. 
After performing the splitting operation, the number of edges of the resulting graph is 
decreased by at least 1. Moreover, since IN(G)1 < 1 V(G)), it follows that the complex- 
ity of our algorithm is bounded by 0( 1 V(G)15’3(N(G)I lE(G)12) d 0( I V(G)18’31E(G)12). 
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